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Abstract 

A rotating spiral magnetic field, constructed by a series of permanent magnets, is presented in this study, which is used 

to drive liquid metal flow. The rotation of such magnetic stirrer can then exert spatial- and tempo- electromagnetic force 

and drive three dimensional turbulent flow within the liquid metal bulk. Its velocity field was measured via the 

ultrasonic Doppler velocimetry. Two typical toroidal vortices flow patterns: the secondary flow and the globally axial 

flow in the meridian plane have been validated, which depends on the several structural and operating parameters, i.e., 

radius of the liquid metal bulk. The critical transition conditions between these two flow patterns have been discussed 

according to the experimental results. 
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Introduction 

Magnetic fields and electromagnetic forces have long been used to control the flow of solidifying melts and improve 

microstructures or macrosegregations. The magnetic field can be either exerted by current-carrying coils or by 

permanent magnets with high magnetic densities. Both of these processes obey similar electromagnetic field theories 

and are described by the Maxwell equations.  

Highly efficient electromagnetic forces can drive liquid metal. Consequently, forced convection in liquid metal can 

agitate the solutal metallic melt in the liquid zone and the liquid metal among dendrites due to the pressure difference in 

the mushy zone, which strongly influences the morphology of the crystal growth and the solutal rejection (alloy 

elements) redistribution.  

Vivès et al. [1-3] designed a helical permanent magnetic field to stir a semi-solid melt and mix the secondary phase (i.e., 

the micrometer-scale particulates within the semi-solid melt) to fabricate metal matrix composites. The theoretical flow 

patterns of the globally axial circulating flow at the meridian interface were discussed by this author. However, the 

author neglected one important consideration: the flow pattern described (which was arbitrarily defined and not based 

on any quantitative study) was not the only possible flow pattern under the different operating conditions of the helical 

magnetic fields. These references do not detail the distribution of the magnetic field and the quantitative velocity field. 

The imaginary sketch of the flow structure cannot precisely describe the flow behavior, as shown by our measurement 

results below. 

Therefore, in this paper, a rotating helical magnetic field has been constructed via accumulating a series of small 

permanent magnets to agitate liquid metal flow. The experiment using GaInSn has been performed in a cylindrical 

vessel to detect the fluid flow. The main purpose of this study is to quantitatively determine the typical flow patterns, 

where the flow pattern of the global axial flow is considered beneficial. We also highlight the critical transition 

conditions between these two flow patterns. These measurements were carried out with an ultrasonic Doppler 

velocimetry (UDV), an efficient tool for velocity measurement in opaque fluids such as liquid metals. 

 

Experimental setup and process 

 

Magnetic field and stirrer  

In this paper, a helical permanent magnetic field was constructed using a series of small arc-like magnets to achieve a 

similar magnetic field structure (figure 1a). To achieve a sufficiently high magnetic impulse, we employed a series of 

NdFeB magnets of the permanent magnetic material 38UH with a typical remanence of Br=1.22 T. As shown in Figure 

1(b), the inner radius of the arc-like permanent magnet is R1 = 40 mm, the outer radius is R2 = 70 mm, the thickness is h 

= 7 mm, the arc angle is π/6 and the magnetization direction is in the radial direction of each unit. The magnetic units 

were embedded in an aluminum frame to form the unit-structure. As shown in Figure 1(b), n represents the unit number 

(here, n = 12 units), and all of the units were installed co-axially at a stagger angle of π/12 to the counterclockwise 

direction of the neighboring unit-structures azimuthal shift. These units eventually form a helical magnetic stirrer as 



seen in figure 2. The height of helical magnetic stirrer was H = 84 mm, the wave number was k = π/H = 0.0375 mm
-1

, 

and the helix lead angle was α = arctan (H/πR2) = 0.36. 
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Figure 1. A helical permanent magnet and its construction. 

(a) A structure consisting of a series of small permanent magnets; (b) Unit-structure with an aluminum supporting frame;  

 

 

A frequency converter was used to control the rotating speed of the driving motor, which was connected to the magnetic 

stirrer by a belt. The frequency range was 1-50 Hz, and its resolution was 0.01 Hz. The angular velocity of the magnetic 

stirrer can be regulated by adjusting the frequency of this frequency converter. The corresponding angular velocities 

range from π rad/s to 16π rad/s. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Experimental setup of magnetic stirrer.  

1-permanent magnets, 2-stirrer, 3-motor. 
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Velocity measurement  

The UDV DOP 3010 (Signal Processing SA, Switzerland) was used to measure the velocity field of the liquid metal 

flow driven by the magnetic stirrer. Two types of 8-MHz cylindrical transducers (TR0805L, size Ф8×30 mm and Ф8×8 

mm, Signal Processing SA, Switzerland) were used. The former was applied to measure the axial velocity while the 

latter was applied to measure azimuthal and radial velocity according to the different working space. The spatial and 

temporal resolutions were 0.228 mm and 67 ms, respectively, and the pulse recurrence frequency (PRF) and the 

sampling volume were set to 400 us and 3.276 mm, respectively. The principle and measuring methodology of the UDV 

are described in the literature [4-9]. The metallic alloy Ga
67

In
20.5

Sn
12.5

 was used, which has a melting point of 10.5°C 

and maintains a liquid state at room temperature. The physical properties of the alloy include an electric conductivity of 

σ = 3.2×10
6
 Sm

-1
, a density of ρ = 6.36×10

3
 kgm

-3
 and a kinematic viscosity of ν = 3.4×10

-7
 m

2
s

-1
. In this paper, the total 

height H of the liquid bulk is fixed at 40 mm for all velocity measurements, while its diameter D = 2R ranges from 40 

mm to 70 mm in an interval of 5 mm. Thus the D/H ratios are 1, 1.125, 1.25, 1.375, 1.5, 1.625 and 1.75, respectively. 

We employed a UDV transducer positioning array to investigate the variations of the flow patterns due to the 

electromagnetic stirrer under different parameters. The flow patterns for dimensions of D = 40 mm, H = 40 mm and 

D/H = 1 and D = 70 mm, H = 40 mm and D/H = 1.75 were recorded. Thus, the velocity field in a certain vertical cross-

section y = 0 can be obtained for (D/H = 1) and (D/H = 1.75). 

 

The measured results 

 

Flow patterns 

The measured results demonstrate that the variation of the flow patterns depends on the dimensions, particularly the 

diameter, of the cylindrical liquid metal bulk. This result implies a change in the spatial distribution of the Lorentz force. 

When D/H = 1 (figure 3(a)), the azimuthal component of the Lorentz force played a dominant role because the liquid 

bulk is far from the permanent magnets, making the axial component smaller. When D/H = 1.75 (figure 3(b)), the 

diameter of the liquid bulk increases, thus the axial component of the Lorentz force may become stronger than that of 

the azimuthal component. We will discuss the transitions between secondary and global axial flow in the next section. 
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Figure 3. Meridian vector velocity fields at the cross-section y = 0 indicating the flow patterns of meridian (a) 

secondary flow (D/H = 1) and (b) global axial flow (D/H = 1.75) driven by an electromagnetic stirrer. 

 

Transition between the two flow patterns 

Some researchers have studied the transition between secondary and global axial flow patterns according to the type of 

current-carrying coils in the electromagnetic field [10-13]. The azimuthal and axial component forces can be expressed 

by the electric conductivity, initial magnetic flux density and other parameters of the magnetic stirrer. 

The transition can be charactered by the ratio relationship of the diameter and height of the liquid bulk. Figure 4 shows 

that as D/H increases, the axial component of the magnetic flux density increases faster than that of the azimuthal 

component, and the liquid metal gradually transforms from the meridian secondary flow to the global axial flow. The 

meridian secondary flow plays a dominant role when D/H≤1.25, whereas the global axial flow dominates when D/H≥
1.375. The transition occurred at 1.25<D/H<1.375. 

 

 



 
 

Figure 4. Transitions between the meridian secondary flow and the global axial flow. 

 

 

Conclusions and perspectives 

This study has experimentally investigated the liquid metal behaviors in a cylindrical vessel exposed to a helical 

permanent magnetic field. Using a standard UDV technique, the velocity field and its variation were measured. We 

obtained two typical flow patterns by changing the bulk diameter-to-height ratio and discussed the transitions between 

these two flow patterns. Such flow patterns study can then be served as the design and optimization of magnetic field 

using for improving solidification defects such as macrosegregations. 
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